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ABSTRACT Acceleration signals have a powerful disturbance rejection potential in rigid body motion
control, as they carry a measure proportional to the resulting force. Yet, they are seldom used, since
measuring, decoupling, and utilizing the dynamic acceleration in the control design is not trivial. This
paper discusses these topics and presents a solution for marine vessels building on conventional methods
together with a novel control law design, where the dynamic acceleration signals are used to form a dynamic
referenceless disturbance feedforward compensation. This replaces conventional integral action and enables
unmeasured external loads and unmodel dynamics to be counteracted with low time lag. A case study shows
the feasibility of the proposed design using experimental data and closed-loop high fidelity simulations of
dynamic positioning in a harsh cold climate environment with sea-ice.

INDEX TERMS Marine technology, Closed loop systems, Ice.

I. INTRODUCTION
In marine motion control the main objective is typically to
control the position and velocity of a ship to a desired state.
This is usually achieved with the structure seen in Figure 1
throughmodel-based control design relying on statemeasure-
ments of position, heading, and sometimes angular velocity.
Such systems have a good track record and are proven stable
and robust in a wide range of sea states; see [1] and [2].
Yet, their ability to handle unmodeled dynamics and envi-
ronmental disturbances is limited to integral action based
on state feedback. However, since the state measurements
hold time integrals of the force, there is an inherent lag
before it propagates significantly to adapt the system. This
works well for slowly varying forces, but when rapid and
substantial force transients occur the control precision can be
severely affected [3]–[5]. How to handle harsh and rapidly
varying exogenous disturbances due to loads from sea-ice
on a dynamically positioned vessel was the objective of the
Arctic DP project [6] that initiated this study.

In general, there are two approaches to dealing with this
challenge. The first is extending the model used in control
design to describe the additional physics. Yet, modelling

FIGURE 1. Signal flow in guidance, navigation, and control of marine
craft. Adapted from [1].

phenomena such as harsh weather, wave trains, equipment
in the sea connected to the vessel, current surges, interac-
tion effects with other vessels, and sea-ice interaction may
be challenging for control purposes as they are results of
complex physical processes. The second approach, which is
the topic of this paper, is extending the sensor suite of the
vessel to capture the phenomena in question. Here accelera-
tion signals are investigated. These are especially attractive
as they carry a proportional measure of the resulting force.
Special emphasis is put on dynamic positioning (DP), defined
by [7] as automaticallymaintaining position (fixed location or
predetermined track) exclusively through the use of the ship’s
thrusters alone. It is used in low velocity operations when
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a precise geo-fixed or relative position is needed. Examples
include cargo transfer between ships and platforms, subsea
construction, diving support, drilling, pipelaying, etc.

To apply acceleration signals in the control design require
a sensor suite containing accelerometers. The technology
itself is well established; see [8] and found in a variety of
applications such as consumer electronics, vibration sens-
ing of large structures, impact detection, and navigation.
In some cases inertial measurement units (IMUs), containing
accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers are part of
marine vessel sensor suites to supply onboard systems with
roll and pitch measurements (these are calculated based on
the strong influence of gravity on the measurements; see [1]).
However, accelerometer measurements are not commonly
used in closed-loop motion control. There are several reasons
for this, but foremost that the sensor output is not a direct mea-
sure of the dynamic acceleration (i.e., the acceleration result-
ing in motion). The output is dependent on the location of the
sensor in the vessel hull and affected by gravity, measurement
bias, and sensor noise. An exception is found in [9] where
linear motion acceleration signals are used to enhance the
state observer for DP and introduce an additional acceleration
feedback term in the control law. In our paper the distinction
is that the full acceleration vector is found. This enables use
of kinematic and sensor models in the state observer, and for
forming an acceleration feedforward (AFF) signal used in the
control law to directly compensate a disturbance, as previ-
ously proposed by the authors in [10] and [11]. This provides
a powerful and reactive tool for developing robust control
systems operating in harsh environments, where traditional
control designs are not well suited.

Themain contributions of this paper are the designmethod-
ology incorporating AFF in the control law to compensate
disturbances and unmodeled dynamics, and experimental ver-
ification of the load estimation and the measurement setup
showing feasibility of these methods. As the proposed control
law design method is novel, a motivating example is given
below to showcase its main concept.
Mathematical Notation: In UGS, UGAS, UGES, etc.,

stands G for Global, S for Stable, U for Uniform, A for
Asymptotic, and E for Exponential. Total time derivatives
of x(t) are denoted ẋ, ẍ, x(3), . . . , x(n). The Euclidean vector
norm is |x|, the induced matrix 2-norm is denoted ‖A‖, while
the signal norm is denoted ‖u‖ := sup{|u(t)| : t ≥ 0}.
Stacking several vectors into one is denoted col(x, y, . . .) ,[
x>, y>, . . .

]>. The smallest and largest eigenvalues ofA > 0
is denoted λmin(A) > 0 and λmax(A) > 0, respectively.

A. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
To illustrate how AFF is applied in control design, consider
a scalar mechanical system with unity mass and nonlinear
damping,

ẍ + ẋ3 = u+ d(t), (1)

where (x, ẋ, ẍ) is the position, velocity, and acceleration –
all measured quantities, u is a control input force, and d(t)

is an external disturbance force. The objective is to con-
trol x(t) to accurately track a desired position xd (t), where
(xd (t), ẋd (t), ẍd (t)) are all bounded and available signals.
We assume the disturbance is bounded, absolutely continu-
ous, and ∃dm > 0 such that

∣∣ḋ(t)∣∣ ≤ dm a.a. t ≥ 0.
Let the control law be divided into a nominal term 0 and a

term 1 to compensate the disturbance, that is,

u = 0 −1, (2)

where the objective of 0 is to ensure nominal closed-loop
performance that satisfies the specification of the control
problem when d(t) = 0, and the objective of 1 is to handle
the disturbance d(t).
To design 0 we define a Hurwitz matrix

A =
[

0 1
−k1 −k2

]
, (3)

and let P = P> > 0 satisfy the Lyapunov equation
PA = A>P = −qI with q > 0. Using k = [k1, k2] we assign
the nominal term

0(ẍd , ẋ, e, t) := −ke+ ẋ3 + ẍd (t), (4)

where e := col(x − xd (t), ẋ − ẋd (t)). Differentiating
V0(e) = e>Pe along the solutions of the closed-loop system

ė = Ae+ b (d(t)−1) , (5)

where b = col(0, 1), gives

V̇0 = −qe>e+ 2e>Pb (d(t)−1) , (6)

and it follows for d(t) − 1 = 0 that {e = 0} is UGES.
To design 1 we propose two options, direct and filtered
acceleration feedforward.

1) DIRECT ACCELERATION FEEDFORWARD
Assume a(t) = ẍ(t − δ) is the acceleration measurement
for (1), where δ is a small known time delay due to signal
processing and communication. Then, by direct feedforward,
we assign the signal

1(t) := a(t)+ ẋ(t − δ)3 − u(t − δ), (7)

which from (1) implies that 1(t) = d(t − δ). Using pM =
λmax(P) it now follows that

V̇0 ≤ −q |e|2 + 2pM |e| |d(t)− d(t − δ)|

≤ −
q
2
|e|2 +3δ2, (8)

where 3 := 2 p
2
Md

2
m

q , and using the Global Lipschitz property
|d(t)− d(τ )| ≤ dm |t − τ | (following from absolute con-
tinuity of d(t) and boundedness of ḋ(t)). Letting d̃(t) :=
d(t) − d(t − δ), (8) implies that the resulting closed-loop
system

ė = Ae+ bd̃(t) (9)

is input-to-state stable (ISS) with respect to d̃(t) and, corre-
spondingly, the delay δ. A small delay δ � 1 will from (8)
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result in a small impact by the disturbance on the tracking
performance. In the limit as δ → 0 the difference d̃(t)
vanishes and the nominal performance is recovered.

Note that an alternative to (4) and (7) is to use the simpler
control law

0(ẍd , e, t) := −ke+ ẍd (t) (10a)

1(t) := a(t)− u(t − δ) (10b)

= d(t − δ)− ẋ(t − δ)3, (10c)

which shows that the feedforward term 1 can be realized
model-free, without knowledge of the velocity. Instead, the
nonlinear damping term is accounted for in the extended
disturbance d̄(t) = d(t) − ẋ(t)3 such that d̃(t) = d̄(t) − d̄
(t− δ), and the same conclusion follows. This is important as
it allows for handling uncertain or unmodeled dynamics.

2) FILTERED ACCELERATION FEEDFORWARD
Now let 1 be the state of a filter to track d(t) as closely as
possible. In this case, the control law (2) becomes dynamic,
where 0 is defined in (4). Letting ε := d(t) − 1 be the
disturbance tracking error, and differentiating

V (e, ε) = V0(e)+
1
2
ε2 (11)

along the solutions of (5) and 1̇ gives

V̇ = −qe>e+
(
2e>Pb+ ḋ(t)− 1̇

)
ε. (12)

Assuming now there is no time delay on the state measure-
ments, and using a(t) = ẍ(t), we notice from (1) and (2) that
ε = ẍ + ẋ3 − 0. We assign

1̇ = 2b>Pe− µ
(
0 − a− ẋ3

)
= 2b>Pe− µε. (13)

The derivative of (11) along the solutions of the resulting
closed-loop system

ė = Ae+ bε (14)

ε̇ = −2b>Pe− µε + ḋ (15)

now becomes

V̇ = −qe>e− µε2 + εḋ(t)

≤ −q |e|2 −
µ

2
|ε|2 +

1
2µ

∣∣ḋ(t)∣∣2 , (16)

which shows that the system is ISS with respect to ḋ(t) as
a disturbance input, where the filter gain µ can be used to
attenuate its impact on the closed-loop tracking performance.

Note again that we can remove the nonlinear damping
term ẋ3 from (4) and (13), incorporate it into the extended
disturbance d̄(t) = d(t) − ẋ(t)3, and arrive at a model-free
control law with 0 from (10a) and

1̇ = 2b>Pe− µ (0 − a) (17a)

u = 0 −1. (17b)

Inserting (10a) into (17a) we notice that 1 serves as an inte-
gral action state on the augmented error ē = col(e, ẍ− ẍd (t)).

3) SIMULATION COMPARISON
To further showcase AFF control design, a simulation of (1)
with d(t) of increasing severity is presented. Three control
laws, each with two parameter variations, were used for a
point stabilization objective (xd = 0). The compared control
laws were:

• The nominal control law (4) together with direct
AFF (7), using high and low δ.

• The nominal control law (4) together with filtered
AFF (13), using high and low µ.

• A PID control law, u = −ke − ki
∫
edt , where

ki = [ki1, ki2], with high and low ki.

FIGURE 2. Top: the time development of the state subject to different
control strategies. Notice that the disturbance signal is marked by light
blue. Bottom: a close-up of the control input.

All of the above were simulated using fixed common nominal
control gains k = [2, 5]. Figure 2 shows d(t) in the top
plot, and the tracking performance of x and control input u in
the subsequent. The AFF control laws with low disturbance
attenuation (high δ or low µ) offers no real advantage over
PID as the performance is comparable. However, increasing
the integral action of the PID to improve the disturbance
rejection eventually results in control input oscillations.
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This is best seen in the lower left plot. The AFF control laws
with high disturbance attenuation (low δ and high µ) does
not have this problem. They are able to accurately attenuate
the disturbance, recovering the nominal performance, without
control input oscillations. Improved control precision is thus
obtained.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For 3 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) motion control of a rigid-
body marine surface vessel, we consider a generalization of
the state-of-the-art models [1], [2],

η̇ = R(ψ)ν (18a)

M ν̇ = τ + ρ(η, ν)+ d(t) (18b)

where η = col (x, y, ψ) ∈ R3 is the position and orientation
of the body in the inertial frame, ν = col (u, v, r) ∈ R3

is the body-fixed linear and angular velocity of the body,
M = M> > 0 is the rigid body inertia matrix, τ ∈ R3 is
the body-fixed control input, ρ : R3

× R3
→ R3 is a locally

Lipschitz function containing nonlinear dynamics (Coriolis,
damping, and restoring forces), and d : R≥0 → R3 accounts
for external time-varying disturbances. We assume ∃dm > 0
such that max{‖d(t)‖ ,

∥∥ḋ(t)∥∥} ≤ dm. R(ψ) ∈ SO(3) is the
rotationmatrix between the body frame and the inertial frame.
This has the following properties,

R(ψ)>R(ψ) = R(ψ)R(ψ)> = I (19)

Ṙ = R(ψ)S(r) (20)

where S(r) ∈ R3×3 is a skew symmetric matrix with the
following properties,

S(r) =

0 −r 0
r 0 0
0 0 0

 = −S(r)>. (21)

For control design we assume that the following signals are
available: The vessel position, p = col (x, y, z) ∈ R3, mea-
sured in the assumed inertial north-east-down (NED) frame.
The vessel orientation, 2 = col (φ, θ, ψ) ∈ R3, measured
in the body frame relative to the NED frame. The vessel rate
of turn, ω = col (p, q, r) ∈ R3, measured in the body frame
relative to the NED frame. And finally, accelerometer output
am = col

(
ax , ay, az

)
measured on the rigid body in its sensor

frame relative to the NED frame.
In this paper we refer to an accelerometer as a body-fixed

three axis orthogonal linear sensor. By assuming that the
accelerometer is aligned with the body frame, and that the
sensor scale-factor, cross-coupling, and misalignment errors
are negligible after calibration, we modeled it as in [12],

am = al + ω × v+ g+ b+ w (22a)

ġ = −ω × g (22b)

where am ∈ R3 is the sensor output, al ∈ R3 is the
linear dynamic acceleration in the sensor mounting point,
ω = col (p, q, r) is the angular rate of the body relative to
the inertial frame, and v = col (u, v,w) is linear velocity of

the body. Notice that ν in (18) contains elements of both v
and ω. Furthermore, g ∈ R3 is the gravitational component
expressed in the body frame, b ∈ R3 is the sensor bias, and
w ∈ R3 is the sensor noise.
To enable use of the dynamic acceleration in control

design, three challenges must be overcome. The first is that it
may be impractical, or even impossible, to mount a sensor
in the point of control. Here the point of control will be
referred to as origin (CO) of the body frame. What arises
is a dependency on the distance between CO and the sensor
mounting position given by

al = aco + α × l + ω × (ω × l) (23)

where aco ∈ R3 is the linear dynamic acceleration in CO,
α ∈ R3 is the angular acceleration, and l ∈ R3 is the body
frame distance vector between the points of measure and CO.
The latter will be referred to as the accelerometer lever arm,
or just lever arm.

The second challenge is the fact that aco 6= ν̇. The dynamic
acceleration al captured in an accelerometer (along with
other effects) does not contain the angular acceleration α.
It should be mentioned that sensors capable of measuring α
exists [8], but they are not common in marine applications.
Therefore, such are not considered here.We propose to obtain
α through exploiting the lever arm dependency of four dis-
tributed accelerometers. Thus, the third challenge is that of
acquiring ν̇ from these.

The main objective is to design a 3 DOF control law τ

for (18) utilizing ν̇, using the state-of-the-art structure of
Figure 1, such that the vessel accurately tracks a predefined
time-parametrized trajectory given by {ηd (t), νd (t), ν̇d (t)}
while subject to unmodeled dynamics and rapidly varying
disturbances. Although the control design will provide the
main contribution, the application of acceleration measure-
ments must be given attention to tackle the aforementioned
challenges in both the sensor suite and the state estimation.

Since solving the three challenges to obtain the dynamic
acceleration is a prerequisite for the control design, the paper
is structured likewise. Chapter 3 presents the reconstruction
of the dynamic acceleration through multiple accelerometers
and a state observer. Chapter 4 derives and analyzes dynamic
tracking control laws based on filtered AFF. Chapter 5 fea-
tures a case study investigating DP subject to severe ice inter-
action in an Arctic operation. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes
and concludes the results of the paper.

III. RECONSTRUCTING THE DYNAMIC ACCELERATION
To overcome the two first challenges of using accelerometers
we exploit four spatially distributed sensors and the relation
between them. This enables use of well known, matured, and
relatively cheap and rugged conventional accelerometers in a
spatial configuration to setup a virtual 6 DOF accelerometer
in CO. Similar schemes are seen in [13] and [14]. The final
accelerometer challenge of obtaining ν̇ is handled by refor-
mulating the state observer. Although the control objective
of this paper does not require the 6 DOF acceleration vector,
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it is practical for the removal of gravity and for generality to
include it.

A. 6 DOF ACCELERATION MEASUREMENT
Consider parameterizing (23) as a product of its static and
dynamic variables

al =
[
I3×3 S(l)> H (l)

]acoα
ω̄

 (24a)

= W (l)z. (24b)

where I3×3 ∈ R3×3 is an identity matrix, S(l) is given in (21),
and

H (l) =

 0 −lx −lx ly lz 0
−ly 0 −ly lx 0 lz
−lz −lz 0 0 lx ly

 , (25)

is a sub-matrix of the accelerometer configuration matrix
W (l) ∈ R3×12, and z ∈ R12 is the linear acceleration, angular
acceleration, and angular rate cross product vector. The latter
contains ω̄ ∈ R6 defined as

ω̄ =
[
ω2
x ω2

y ω2
z ωxωy ωxωz ωyωz

]>
. (26)

FIGURE 3. An illustration of one possible setup of the accelerometers for
measuring the full state acceleration vector.

As mentioned, by measuring in one location W (l) cannot
be inverted to find z. Therefore, we propose to use a con-
figuration of four sensors, as illustrated in Figure 3, such
that (24b) can be extended to

al1
al2
al3
al4

 =

W (l1)
W (l2)
W (l3)
W (l4)

 z (27)

ac = G(lc)z (28)

where ac ∈ R12 is the combined linear acceleration vectors
in the sensor mounting positions, G(lc) ∈ R12×12 is the com-
bined sensor configuration matrix and lc = col(l1, l2, l3, l4)
is the combined sensor lever arm vector. To calculate z it is
important to ensure that the static matrixG(lc) is nonsingular.

According to [15], this is achieved when the sensors are
oriented equally and their positions are not co-planar, that
is at least one sensor must not lie in the same plane as the
three others. Then, by substituting in the four accelerometer
equations in (22a) for ac, we get

G−1amc = z+ G−1


ω × v+ g+ b1 + w1
ω × v+ g+ b2 + w2
ω × v+ g+ b3 + w3
ω × v+ g+ b4 + w4

, (29)

where amc = col(am1, am2, am3, am4). This shows that the
setup with four spatially distributed accelerometers consti-
tutes a virtual 6 DOF sensor placed in CO. Notice that it still
has the same sensor effects as (22a) on the measurements.

FIGURE 4. R/V Gunnerus and a MRU 5+. Courtesy of Fredrik Skoglund,
and Kongsberg Seatex.

TABLE 1. Placement of MRUs in R/V Gunnerus relative to CO.

B. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In November 2013 a series of maneuvering experiments were
carried out with the NTNU research vessel Gunnerus offshore
mid-Norway. Four Kongsberg Seatex 5+ Motion-Refecence
Units (MRUs) [16] were installed onboard. The vessel and
sensor are seen in Figure 4. Prior to the campaign, the MRU’s
lever arms and orientation were accurately measured using
laser-based industrial surveying techniques [17]. Table 1
shows the MRU positions.

The MRUs were placed in the vessel hull such that G(lc)
was nonsingular and spatially large. By investigation of the
eigenvalues of G(lc)−1 it was found that they were of mag-
nitude less than one. From (29) this implies improved noise
and bias attenuation. Both al and ω were logged from each
MRU at 100 Hz by a Kongsberg Seatex Vessel Motion
Monitor (VMM). Notice that al , and not am was logged. This
was due to a proprietary undisclosed algorithm providing the
necessary compensation internally in the MRUs.

Figure 5 features the output of the 6 DOF measurement
setup compared to MRU 1 data from when Gunnerus per-
formed a turning circle in multi-directional swell waves with
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of the obtained acceleration vector with data
output of MRU 1. Left column: The multi-sensor linear accelerations vs.
MRU 1 output. Right column: The multi-sensor integration of the angular
accelerations vs. MRU 1 gyroscope output.

significant wave height of 2.1 m and period of 8.5 s. The
left column shows the calculated aco compared to MRU 1 a,
and the right,

∫
α dt compared to MRU 1 ω.

The results show that the oscillatory wave induced com-
ponents of the calculated output match well. The deviations
in magnitude are believed to stem from the MRU 1 ele-
vated position coupled with roll and pitch motions. In the
right column, the angular acceleration is compared to the
MRU 1 gyroscope by integration. Although seemingly biased
and deviating in magnitude, the oscillatory components of the
signals match well, indicating the feasibility of measuring the
angular acceleration component.

C. STATE OBSERVER
In order to solve the last accelerometer challenge, and
obtain ν̇, the state observer of Figure 1 is redefined from
an implementation of (18) [2] to a model including and
exploiting the acceleration measurement system. The struc-
ture applied is shown in Figure 6, and the model is

ṗv = −S(ω(t))pv + v (30a)

v̇ = −S(ω(t))v− bl − g+ B1G−1amc (30b)

ġ = −S(ω(t))g (30c)

ḃl = 0 (30d)

ω̇ = bω + B2G−1amc (30e)

ḃω = 0, (30f)

FIGURE 6. Block diagram showing the relation between the
accelerometer sensor suite and the state observer.

where pv := R(2)>p is the position rotated to the body
frame, v = col(u, v,w) ∈ R3 is the linear velocity subsystem,
amc ∈ R12 is the collective accelerometer measurement
vector, as seen in (29), bl ∈ R3 and bω ∈ R3 are the linear
and rotational accelerometer bias originating from the sensor
transformation, and B1,2 ∈ R3×12 are selection matrices
for aco and α, respectively.
This redefinition has two important aspects. The first is that

it allows for full state feedback control design including ν̇.
Thus, AFF designs similar to those presented in the motiva-
tional example can be applied. The second is that it improves
the tracking capability of the observer. If unmodeled dynam-
ics and harsh disturbances are not handled, poor state esti-
mation will occur, which in turn results in reduced control
accuracy. By replacing the kinetic model (18b) with a model
composed of kinematic and sensor characteristics (30b)-(30f)
the acceleration signal, capturing the system dynamics
throughmeasurements, acts as input to the state observer. The
performance is therefore not dependent on model assump-
tions and validity for the given environment, but rather on
the quality of the sensor suite. For DP this is especially
attractive as reduced state estimation performance has been
reported [3], [18], and [5].

As the above model contains cross products between
the states ω and pv, v, and g, respectively, it is nonlinear.
State-of-the-art observer designs for nonlinear systems
includes various nonlinear extensions of the Kalman filter.
The downside with these is the lack of established conver-
gence and stability properties. Here a work around is applied.
In (30) the objective of the ω state is to remove bias from α.
It is assumed that ω is available with high precision and low
noise characteristics. This is reasonable as most marine crafts
carry a high end attitude systems capable of supplying both
2 and ω. Therefore, by regarding it as a time-varying signal
in the position and linear velocity subsystems (30a)-(30c)
the nonlinear model can be regarded as linearly time vary-
ing (LTV), and written as

ẋ = A(t)x + BG−1am (31)

y =
[
pv ω

]>
, (32)

where x = col(pv, v, bl, g, ω, bω). For LTV systems
a wide range of Kalman-related results are available;
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see [19], [20], and [21]. The solution in [22], with the state
vector extended byω and bω, is chosen to solve the estimation
problem.

An aspect of (30b) is that it holds two competing integra-
tors in bl and g. In [12], the subsystem (30a)-(30d) is found
uniformly completely observable iff ω(t) has sufficient per-
turbations (with y = pv). Although this cannot be guaranteed
at all times, it does not constitute a problem as the collective
bias bl + g is uniformly completely observable. Thus, the
estimation performance of determining pv, v, aco, and α is
not compromised.

In summary, all the three accelerometer challenges have
been investigated and solved, catering for realization of
AFF control law designs utilizing full state feedback
including ν̇.

IV. CONTROL DESIGN
The role of the control law in Figure 1 is to calculate the
3 DOF control efforts needed to fulfill the control objective
of making η track a desired vector ηd ((t) in NED. Thus,
the control designs presented in this section employ only the
planar subset of signals supplied by the sensor suite and state
observer (i.e., η, ν, and ν̇).

Since marine vessels propulsion typically are unsymmet-
rical with respect to the yz-plane, it is convenient to tune
the positioning response of the control law with respect to
vessel-parallel (VP) coordinates. Correspondingly, we trans-
form the position/heading vector η from NED to VP, that is,
ηv := R(ψ)>η.
We define ηv,d := R(ψ)>ηd (t), resulting in the VP error

state

η̃v = ηv − ηv,d

= R(ψ)> (η − ηd (t))

= R(ψ)>η̃, (33)

where η̃ := η − ηd (t). We similarly define

νd := R(ψ)>η̇d (t) (34a)

ad := ν̇d = −S(r)νd + R(ψ)>η̈d (t), (34b)

and ν̃ := ν − νd (t), where we used Ṙ = R(ψ)S(r) and
S(r) = −S(r)>. This yields the error dynamics

˙̃ηv = −S(r)η̃v + ν̃ (35a)

M ˙̃ν = τ + ρ(η, ν)+ d(t)−Mad . (35b)

To achieve disturbance rejection by AFF, we propose the
following control law

τ = 0 −1 (36)

where 0 : R≥0 × Rn
× Rn

→ Rn is a nominal control
law, and 1 ∈ Rn is a dynamic disturbance attenuation
state. Correspondingly, ε := d(t) − 1 defines a disturbance
rejection error signal.

A. NOMINAL TRACKING DESIGN
We consider first the nominal design, where ε is considered
a disturbance input from which we want to render the system
input-to-state stable (ISS). The design of the term 1 is left
for later. The objective is thus to design a nominal control
law for 0 that renders the closed-loop system UGES for the
case ε = 0 and ISS for ε 6= 0.

A common approach to achieve UGES is to apply a
backstepping-based transformation of the state. Accordingly,
we define the linear state transformation z := col(z1, z2) with
z1 := η̃v and z2 := ν̃ + K1η̃v. Defining x̃ := col(η̃v, ν̃),
and letting K1 = K>1 > 0 and K2 = K>2 > 0 be feedback
gain matrices, we get the following proposition based on
conventional backstepping.
Proposition 1: There exist positive constants k , λ, and γ

such that the solutions of the closed-loop system (35) with
the control (36) and

0 = − [I + K2K1 −MK1S(r)] η̃v
− [K2 +MK1] ν̃ − ρ(η, ν)+Mad , (37)

satisfies the uniform bound

|x̃(t)| ≤ max
{
k |x̃(t0)| e−λ(t−t0), γ sup

t0≤τ≤t
‖ε(τ )‖

}
. (38)

Proof: The control law (37) can be rewritten in the
z-states as

0 = −z1 − K2z2 − ρ(η, ν)+Mad
−MK1 (ν̃ − S(r)η̃v) , (39)

such that the closed-loop system becomes

ż1 = −S(r)z1 − K1z1 + z2 (40a)

Mż2 = −z1 − K2z2 + ε. (40b)

Differentiating the Lyapunov function

V (z) =
1
2
z>1 z1 +

1
2
z>2 Mz2 (41)

along the solutions of (40), we get

V̇ = −z>1 K1z1 − z>2 K2z2 + z>2 ε

≤ −2c3 |z|2 + |z| |ε|

≤ −c3 |z|2 , ∀ |z| ≥
1
c3
|ε| (42)

where c3 =
1
2λmin(K1,K2). We also have c1 |z|2 ≤

V (z) ≤ c2 |z|2 where c1 = 1
2 min {1, λmin (M)} and

c2 = 1
2 max {1, λmax (M)}. It follows from ISS theorems

[23, Theorem 4.6] that the solutions in the z-coordinates
satisfy

|z(t)| ≤ max

{√
c2
c1
|z(t0)| e

−
c3
c2

(t−t0)
,
c2
c1c3

sup
t0≤τ≤t

‖ε(τ )‖

}
. (43)

The state transformation can be written z = T x̃ where

T :=
[
I 0
K1 I

]
, T−1 =

[
I 0
−K1 I

]
, (44)
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and

T>T =
[
I + K>1 K1 K>1

K1 I

]
> 0. (45)

Letting σ1 :=
√
λmin

(
T>T

)
and σ2 :=

√
λmax

(
T>T

)
gives1

the equivalence relation

σ1 |x̃| ≤ |z| ≤ σ2 |x̃| . (46)

For the exponential convergence bound in (43) we get

|x̃(t)| ≤
σ2

σ1

√
c2
c1
|x̃(t0)| e

−
c3
c2
(t−t0), (47)

and for the input bound we get

|x̃(t)| ≤
c2

σ1c1c3
sup

t0≤τ≤t
‖ε(τ )‖ . (48)

Hence, we take k = σ2
σ1

√
c2
c1
, λ = c3

c2
, and γ = c2

σ1c1c3
. �

A slightly different control law can be derived from
LgV-backstepping [24].
Proposition 2: There exist positive constants k , λ, and γ

such that the solutions of the closed-loop system (35) with
the control (36) and

0 = − [K2K1 −MK1S(r)] η̃v − [K2 +MK1] ν̃

− ρ(η, ν)+Mad , (49)

satisfies the uniform bound (38), where K1 = C1 + κ1I and
K2 := C2 +

1
4κ1
I with C1 = C>1 > 0, C2 = C>2 > 0, and

κ1 > 0.
Proof: We use z = col(z1, z2), z = T x̃ where T is

defined by (44), such that the control law (49) becomes

0 = −K2z2 − ρ +Mad −MK1 (ν̃ − Sη̃v) , (50)

such that the closed-loop system becomes

ż1 = −S(r)z1 − K1z1 + z2 (51a)

Mż2 = −K2z2 + ε. (51b)

Differentiating the Lyapunov function (41) along the solu-
tions of (51), we get

V̇ ≤ −z>1 C1z1 − z>2 C2z2 + z>2 ε

≤ −c̄3 |z|2 , ∀ |z| ≥
1
c̄3
|ε| (52)

where c̄3 = 1
2λmin(C1,C2). The proof hereafter follows the

proof of Proposition 1, resulting in the constants k = σ2
σ1

√
c2
c1
,

λ =
c̄3
c2
, and γ = c2

σ1c1c̄3
. �

Contrary to (40), we notice that the closed-loop system (51)
makes out a cascade, where the z2-subsystem for ε = 0 inde-
pendently converges exponentially to zero while driving the
exponentially stable z1-subsystem. The disturbance rejection
error ε will affect this exponential convergence, where ε is
first lowpass-filtered through the z2-dynamics with steady-
state gain K−12 before affecting the tracking error z1 = η̃v.

1Note that σ1 and σ2 correspond to the minimum and maximum singular
values of T>T .

B. CLOSING THE LOOP WITH DISTURBANCE REJECTION
While the static part of the control law is given by (36) with
either (37) or (49), we will now consider a dynamic filtered
design to make the disturbance rejection AFF term 1 track
the disturbance d(t) as closely as possible. Towards this end
we will apply the 3 DOF dynamic acceleration signal vector
a(t) = ν̇(t) ∈ R3 as a feedforward signal for disturbance
rejection.

By applying (36) with either of the control laws in propo-
sitions 1 or 2, we get the error dynamics

ż = A(r)z+ Bε (53)

where A(r) and B are defined from (40) or (51), respectively.
Moreover, letting P := 1

2 diag (I ,M) and Q := diag (K1,K2)

for (42) or Q := diag (C1,C2) for (52), then in both cases
above we have

V (z) = z>Pz (54)

V̇ ≤ −z>Qz+ 2z>PBε, (55)

and we have shown that the system is UGES for ε = 0 and
ISS with linear gain from ε as input.

1) DIRECT FILTERED DESIGN
With ε defined above as the disturbance rejection error state,
we get

ε̇ = −1̇+ ḋ(t). (56)

Noting that

ε = d −1 = Ma(t)− 0 − ρ(η, ν) (57)

is an available feedforward signal due to the acceleration
measurement, this gives the immediate choice

1̇ = µ (Ma(t)− 0 − ρ(η, ν)) (58a)

= µε (58b)

= −µ (1− d(t)) (58c)

which results in the closed-loop system (53) and

ε̇ = −µε + ḋ(t). (59)

Theorem 3: The origin (z, ε) = (0, 0) of the closed-loop
system (53) and (59) is UGES for ḋ(t) = 0 and ISS with ḋ(t)
as a bounded input.

Proof: UGES of the origin for ḋ = 0 is concluded
since the closed-loop error system (53) and (59) is a cas-
cade of two UGES subsystems connected with linear gain
[23, Appendix C]. From converse Lyapunov theorems [23]
there then exists a quadratic Lyapunov function, which
becomes an ISS-Lyapunov function with ḋ as input. �

With the disturbance rejection filter (58),1will attempt to
track d(t) with accuracy dependent on the gain µ. If ḋ(t) = 0
then1will exponentially converge to and track d as a type of
integral action. For ḋ nonzero there will be a tracking error,
tunable by the gain µ; however, the previous section shows
that the nominal DP control laws (37) or (49) render the DP
closed-loop system robust to this deviation.
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Another choice is to define the CLF

W (z, ε) := V (z)+
1
2µ
ε>ε. (60)

Taking the total time derivative along (53) and (59) yields

Ẇ ≤ −z>Qz+ ε>
(
1
µ
ḋ −

1
µ
1̇+ 2B>Pz

)
.

Noting that PB = 1
2 col(0, I ), we assign

1̇ = µ [Ma(t)− 0 − ρ(η, ν)+ z2] (61a)

= µ [ε + z2] (61b)

= −µ (1− d(t))+ z2, (61c)

which gives

Ẇ ≤ −z>Qz− ε>ε +
1
µ
ε>ḋ . (62)

The resulting closed-loop error system becomes (53) and

ε̇ = −µε − µz2 + ḋ . (63)

Theorem 4: The origin (z, ε) = (0, 0) of the closed-loop
system (53) and (63) is UGES for ḋ(t) = 0 and ISS with ḋ(t)
as a bounded input.

Proof: The conclusion follows from W (z, ε) being a
quadratic ISS-Lyapunov function with ḋ as input. �

2) FILTERED DESIGN BASED ON A DISTURBANCE MODEL
Suppose the disturbance is generated by an exogenous
model

ξ̇ = Adξ + Edw (64a)

d = Cdξ (64b)

where ξ ∈ Rq, q ≥ 3, is the disturbance state, d is the
output that affects the DP control system,w is Gaussian white
noise, (Ad ,Ed ,Cd ) are linear matrices, and (Cd ,Ad ) is an
observable pair.

Assuming w = 0, we design a Luenberger-type distur-
bance observer

˙̂
ξ = Ad ξ̂ + Ldε (65a)

1 = Cd ξ̂ , (65b)

where the injection signal ε = Cd ξ̃ = Cd (ξ − ξ̂ ) is generated
from (57), and Ld is designed such that Fd := Ad − LdCd is
Hurwitz. Correspondingly, let Pd = P>d > 0 satisfy PdFd +
F>d Pd = −Qd . This gives the closed-loop system

ż = A(r)z+ BCd ξ̃ (66a)
˙̃
ξ = Fd ξ̃ . (66b)

Theorem 5: The origin (z, ξ̃ ) = (0, 0) of the closed-loop
system (66) is UGES.

Proof: A cascade of two UGES subsystems connected
through a linear gain is UGES [23, Appendix C]. �
We note that the disturbance rejection filter (65) can be

rewritten as
˙̂
ξ = Fd ξ̂ + Ldd(t) (67a)

1 = Cd ξ̂ . (67b)

Comparing this to the direct filter design in (58), we recognize
Cd = I , Ld = µI , and Ad = 0 (such that Fd = −µI ).
This indicates that (65) is a general filter that, even if the
model (64a) is uncertain or unknown, can be designed
to improve the filtering performance of the acceleration
feedforward-based injection signal ε from (57). However,
the more accurately (64a) models the disturbance, the better
tracking of the disturbance is achieved.

C. A NOTE ON THE SEPARATION PRINCIPLE
Since the vessel dynamics (18) is nonlinear and the con-
trol law and state observer is used together in a separation
principle, the stability of the complete feedback loop must
be considered. Stability follows in our case directly from
[23, Appendix C] as the UGES control law and the UGES
state observer are cascaded.

V. DP IN ICE CASE STUDY
When marine vessels interact with high concentrations of
sea-ice (above 6/10th surface coverage), the dynamics are
substantially different from open water conditions, and con-
ventional open water DP systems are known to be insuffi-
cient [3], [18], [25]–[27]. However, full-scale, model-scale,
and numerical experiments have demonstrated that high-
uptime positioning is possible given feasible ice conditions
and a reactive DP system [26], [28]–[31]. The first is ensured
by an icebreaker support fleet that breaks up the incoming
natural ice cover and creates a channel of small ice floes
for the protected DP vessel to operate in. A reactive DP
system can be synthesized by removing the wave filtering and
retuning the control system more aggressively [5]. However,
since this is based on a simplified open water model lacking
the complex and rapidly varying ice dynamics, it will struggle
to track and counteract the external loads as these increase.
In [32] and [33] this problem is alleviated by assuming an
accurate ice load measurement. However, practical and reli-
ablemeasurement systems are not available today. Neither are
sufficiently accurate control models capturing the ice dynam-
ics [27], [34]. One reason for this is that the ice loads depend
on the complex in-situ state and properties of the ice floes in
direct and indirect contact with the vessel. As the presented
AFF methodology avoids the ice load specific measurement
and modelling challenges, it is seen as a candidate solution
for a reactive system.

A. PRELIMINARIES
This study is divided into two cases. The first investi-
gates a dataset from a model scale experiment performed
at the Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA) as a part of the
European research and development project DYnamic Posi-
tioning in ICe (DYPIC). Project overviews can be can be
found in [35] and [36]. The second case is a closed-loop
numerical simulation using a state-of-the-art high-fidelity
numerical program.

For both cases the conceptual and experimentally tested
Arctic drillship (ADS) is considered. This was one of
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FIGURE 7. The model scale Arctic Drillship during experimental testing at
HSVA. Courtesy of DYPIC.

TABLE 2. The ADS main particulars. FS denotes full scale, MS model scale.

TABLE 3. The ADS azimuth thruster arrangement.

two vessels tested during DYPIC, and it is seen in Figure 7.
Its main particulars and azimuth thruster arrangement are
found in Tables 2 and 3. In the model ice basin at HSVA the
position and orientation of the vessel was measured using a
Qualisys position reference system. The linear accelerations
and rotation rates were measured using an onboard IMU,
and the actuation output was measured by load cells in each
thruster. All data were logged with 50 Hz. Further description
of the ADS is found in [27].

B. CASE 1: OPEN-LOOP DISTURBANCE ESTIMATION
Model scale trials in ice basins are often used since full
scale trials are both impracticality and expensive as it is
performed in an uncontrollable environment [3], [37], [38].
The foundation for this part of the case study is the free
floating DP experiment 5200 dataset. This was a free floating

TABLE 4. DYPIC experiment 5200 ice field properties.

TABLE 5. DYPIC experiment 5200 DP setpoint segmentation.

DP test where the vessel tracked a reference frame moving
with constant velocity through the basin. A commercial ice-
adapted DP system controlled the vessel. As the vessel pro-
gressed in the basin, the heading setpoint was altered to obtain
an oblique angle with respect to the ice drift. It should also be
mentioned that the vessel maintained position and heading
within allowed tolerances, for all setpoints. However, the ice
conditions were relatively mild and the ice concentration then
allows the ice floes to be pushed away, rather than broken or
rafted by the advancing ship. Key experimental parameters
are given in Tables 4 and 5. For a more in-depth treatment of
the experimental setup, see [27].

As the ADS IMU only contained one accelerometer, the
rotational components of the acceleration vector could not be
determined. However, the short IMU lever arm together with
an experimental setup catering for low rotational rates enables
to assume that the measured linear accelerations are close
to the ones at CO. Thus, a Kalman filter applying a subset
of the model (30a)-(30d) was implemented. To get an idea
of the angular acceleration a differentiation of the IMU gyro
measurement was performed.

The load estimation was performed using the following
filter, derived from (58a) by employing the τ actuation signal
and assuming ρ(η, ν) = 0,

1̇ = µ(Ma(t)− τo −1) (68)

where 1 ∈ R3 is the disturbance estimate, and τo ∈ R3 is
the measured actuation vector. For this case study µ = 1 was
used.

Figure 8 shows the recorded position and heading of the
vessel in the moving reference frame and the planar loads
found by the open-loop disturbance estimation compared to
the actuation output. It can be seen that the estimates cor-
respond well with the actuation level, but are not identical.
This may be attributed to the fact that the vessel experi-
enced perturbations which were not effectively handled by
the control system, causing minor deviation from the setpoint
(as seen in the position and heading data). These are espe-
cially evident towards the end of the experiment in y.
Interestingly, the AFF load estimates seem to capture the
disturbances. The physical explanation for the increase in
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FIGURE 8. Left: the recorded position and heading of DYPIC experiment 5200 with respect to the moving reference frame. Right: the body frame
open-loop disturbance estimates compared to the vessel actuation (in opposite sign for eased interpretation). All data in model scale.

FIGURE 9. Illustration featuring a rendering from the numerical ice tank indicating the experimental setup, and the overall topology of the simulation
program.

load and variation is compaction of the ice cover as the vessel
advances towards the end of the basin.

The results indicates that the methodology is able to esti-
mate the dynamic acceleration from an accelerometer with
the previously mentioned challenges, and calculate the exter-
nal load including rapidly varying dynamics. However, no
definitive verification of the method is possible with this
dataset as no independent measurement system was used.

C. CASE 2: CLOSED-LOOP SIMULATION
This study uses the DP in ice development framework fea-
tured in [5]. It closes the loop between a control system and
the numerical model of [39], which hereafter will be referred
to as the Numerical Ice Tank (NIT). Figure 9 provides an

overview. As the aforementioned references treat both the
setup in-depth, only a brief summary is given together with
the case setup.

The NIT computes the vessel’s dynamics in 6 DOFwithout
wind and waves using a physics engine with tailored routines
for ice material modelling. Each simulation is comprised of
the following five interconnected elements: the vessel, the
towing carriage, the ice floes, the water volume, and the ice
tank boundaries. The vessel is simulated as a rigid body in
6 DOF without deformations. The towing carriage is not used
in this paper as only free-floating DP mode is considered.
The ice floes are simulated as breakable bodies with uniform
thickness in 6DOF. The initial ice floe sizes and floe positions
are generated by an ice field generation algorithm that aims to
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FIGURE 10. Left: Comparison between ice-adapted nPID and the proposed AFF controller. Right: The estimated disturbance by the rejection filter
compared to the simulated disturbance.

produce a specified ice field. The water is simulated as a static
plane that produces buoyancy and drag loads on the vessel
and the ice floes.

The motion variables of the vessel in NIT are defined in
three reference frames: the tank-fixed frame {t} which is non-
rotational and fixed to the stationary tank boundaries; the
body frame {b} which is fixed to the vessel; and the ice floe
frames {i} which are fixed to each individual ice floe. For
DP, a fourth reference frame, the positioning frame {n}, is
introduced. This is non-rotational and follows a pre-defined
trajectory to simulate ice drift in the stationary ice cover. For
DP development, {n} is considered inertial, and in this study
the DP vessel will be set to track a fixed setpoint in this frame.
This approximation is common for simulating ice drift in ice
tank testing [36].

The sensor models simulate onboard equipment for mea-
suring the motions of the vessel. They are implemented by
first transforming the NIT vessel motion output (i.e. position,
orientation, linear velocity, and angular rate) from {t} to {n}
and {b}. Then, sensor dynamics and noise are added to the
signals. The accelerometers are simulated realistically with
both gravity and bias errors. The actuator models implement
the dynamics of the thruster system onboard the vessel. This
is approximated with first order dynamics as described by [2].

Two control systems are compared, one with AFF using
the accelerometer configuration as seen in Table 6, a state
observer as described in Section III-C, the control law
of Proposition 4.2, and the direct disturbance rejection filter
in (68). For comparison, a state-of-the-art nonlinear PID-type
(nPID) control law combined with a nonlinear DP observer,
both adapted to ice conditions as described in [5]. In practice

TABLE 6. Placement of accelerometers in the ADS relative to CO for the
numerical simulation.

TABLE 7. Numerical simulation ice conditions.

this is a more aggressively tuned DP controller where the
wave filter has been removed. The challenges with such
a control system in harsh environments has been covered
above. Two simulations are run with identical ice covers.
One for each control system.

The control objective of the scenario is identical to that
of experiment 5200. However, the ice concentration is more
severe which constitute a significantly more challenging
operational environment than in the model scale experi-
ment. A summary of the ice parameters used are found
in Table 7.
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The simulation results are shown in Figure 10 where
the left column present the position and heading accuracy.
This shows that the positioning capabilities of AFF system
outperforms the nPID. The right column of Figure 10 presents
the disturbance estimation accuracy of the AFF system.
It shows that it is able to track and filter the external
load well.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a control system design that uses accel-
eration measurements for rigid body marine motion control
subject to harsh environments. The challenges of obtaining a
full state measure of the dynamic acceleration was addressed
with a setup of four accelerometers placed in a specific con-
figuration that serves as input to the state observer. The main
contribution of the paper is the novel method for integrating
the dynamic acceleration as an acceleration feedforward in
the control law. The proposed design was investigated with
both experimental data and high-fidelity simulations, both
showing feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed control
setup.
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